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1.

Introduction

In the later development of Confucian thought, different versions of
Confucianism developed in the Song (960-1279), Ming (1368-1644) and Qing (16441912) against the background of the different intellectual climates of these periods. In this
paper, I will examine the ethical thinking of three representative figures of these periods,
Zhu Xi (1130-1200), Wang Yangming (1472-1528) and Dai Zhen (1724-1777), as
illustrations of these three different developments of Confucian thought. As both Wang
and Dai explicitly criticize the teachings of Zhu and his followers, I will use Zhu Xi as a
point of reference in presenting the teachings of the other two thinkers. I will show that
the different ethical views of the three can be traced to fundamental differences on two
themes. The first concerns the relation between the heart/mind (xin 心) and pattern (li 理),
and the second the relation between knowledge (zhi 知) and action (xing 行). Their
respective positions on these two themes account for their different views on the source
of ethical failure and on the self-cultivation process.2
Concerning the relation between the heart/mind and pattern, both Zhu and Wang
believe pattern is in some sense already in the heart/mind. Ethical failure is conceived of
1
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as a departure from this original and ideal state of the heart/mind, while self-cultivation is
a restoration of this state. Dai rejects this position and believes that pattern is something
that the heart/mind comes to grasp in things and affairs. Concerning the relation between
knowledge and action, Zhu and Dai believe that, ideally, knowledge plays a guiding role
in relation to action. Knowledge for them is a matter of the heart/mind’s grasping pattern,
where the way the heart/mind relates to pattern is akin to a perceptual relation. For Wang,
on the other hand, when the heart/mind responds in its ideal state, although it may be
described as having knowledge, such knowledge is just one aspect of a whole response
without guiding the other aspects.
While Zhu and Wang both regard pattern as in some sense already in the
heart/mind, they differ in the way they spell out this idea because of their different views
on knowledge. Unlike Zhu who regards the heart/mind in its original state as already
having a grasp of pattern that guides the heart/mind’s responses, Wang regards pattern
not as something grasped by the heart/mind in its original and ideal state, but as
something revealed in its responses. While Zhu and Dai both emphasize knowledge
because of their view that knowledge should ideally guide action, their difference on the
relation between the heart/mind and pattern also leads to different views of the nature of
the knowledge that the heart/mind should develop. For Zhu, because the heart/mind in its
original state already has a grasp of the multitude of pattern that resides in all things and
affairs, it should aim at restoring this state. For Dai, the heart/mind does not have this
prior grasp of pattern to start with, and what it should aim at is not to grasp the multitude
of pattern in all things and affairs, but to develop its capability of grasping pattern in each
thing and affair that it encounters.
These differences between the three lead to different views of the source of
ethical failure and of self-cultivation. For Zhu, ethical failure is explained in terms of the
obscuring, by various forms of self-centeredness (si 私), of the knowledge that the
heart/mind has in its original state. Self-cultivation involves restoring this knowledge by
coming to grasp pattern through learning and enquiry and by attending directly to the
heart/mind to pre-empt and correct the problematic influences of self-centeredness. Wang,
by contrast, views knowledge as ideally just one aspect of the heart/mind’s response
without guiding the other aspects, and he regards ethical failure as due primarily to the
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problematic influence of self-centeredness on the heart/mind’s responses, without
highlighting the obscuration of knowledge in the way Zhu does. As a result, selfcultivation involves primarily pre-empting and correcting such influences. Finally, Dai
does not believe the heart/mind is already fully ethical in its original state; ethical failure
is due not to the problematic influence of self-centeredness but to the failure of the
heart/mind to fully develop its capability to grasp pattern. Accordingly, he does not
emphasize the inner management of the heart/mind’s activities, and instead view selfcultivation as primarily a matter of developing the heart/mind’s capability of grasping the
pattern in each thing and affair that it encounters.
From this brief overview, we see that Wang’s and Dai’s reactions to Zhu’s
teachings come from opposite directions. Of the two aspects of self-cultivation that Zhu
equally emphasizes, Wang emphasizes the inner management of the heart/mind’s
activities while Dai emphasizes learning and enquiry, directed outwardly to such things
as the study of classics or the examination of things and affairs. These differences
between the three stem from their differences on the two themes highlighted earlier – the
relation between the heart/mind and pattern and that between knowledge and action.

2.

Zhu Xi
Zhu Xi’s view of the relation between the heart/mind and pattern can be

understood in the context of his comments on the idea of the Great Ultimate (taiji 太極)
highlighted in Zhou Dunyi’s Taiji Tushuo. Taking the Great Ultimate to refer to pattern,
Zhu notes that, just as pattern resides in each thing, there is a Great Ultimate in each
thing.3 The relation between the Great Ultimate as such and the Great Ultimate in each
thing is like that between the light coming from the moon and the moonlight that is
reflected in each of the ten thousand rivers.4 On this view, the pattern in each thing is in
some sense the same as, rather than being a part of, pattern as such – the relation is one of
partaking in rather than one of splitting up. Zhu appears to have this view in mind in
some of his explanations of the idea that pattern is one while at the same time
3
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differentiated (li yi fen shu 理一分殊), an idea originally put forward by Cheng Yi when
commenting on Zhang Zai’s thinking.5 Since pattern in its entirety is present in each
thing, it is also present in its entirety in the human heart/mind. Zhu explicitly notes this
point by saying that, just as a basket comprises all the intertwining threads, the
heart/mind has in it the whole network of pattern.6
Following Cheng Yi, Zhu holds the view that the nature (xing 性) of humans is
identical with pattern which resides in the human heart/mind (xing ji li 性即理).7 Nature,
being identical with pattern, comprises the four ethical attributes humaneness (ren 仁),
propriety (yi 義), observance of the rites (li 禮), and wisdom (zhi 智). Still following
Cheng Yi, he notes that, while nature is on the inside and cannot be directly observed, the
four germs, which pertain to emotional propensities (qing 情), are the thread ends of
nature that can be discerned, and one sees what nature is originally like by observing
them.8 However, unlike Cheng Yi who regards the heart/mind as identical with nature
and hence with pattern, Zhu distinguishes between them and instead endorses Zhang
Zai’s view that the heart/mind embraces nature and emotional propensities (xin tong xing
qing 心統性情).9 Zhu’s picture is that the heart/mind can grasp pattern, which is identical
with nature, and on that basis can respond with the emotional propensities.10 Presented in
terms of the distinction between substance (ti 體) and function (yong 用), nature is the
substance and emotional propensities the function of the heart/mind.11
As for the way the heart/mind relates to pattern, Zhu puts this in term of zhi 知, a
term often translated as “knowing”, as well as terms that suggest a kind of perceptual
relation, such as jian 見 (to see) and guan 觀 (to view).12 That he conceives of knowledge
as a kind of perceptual relation between the heart/mind and pattern can also be seen from
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his characterizing it in terms of ming 明, a term meaning brightness or clarity, and his
describing how such brightness or clarity can light up pattern (zhu li 燭理).13 For him,
this knowledge of pattern should guide action (xing 行), an idea consistent with his view
that it is the heart/mind’s grasp of nature, which is identical with pattern, that guides its
responses in the form of emotional propensities. Knowledge guides action in the way that
the eyes guide the legs when walking; in this sense, knowledge has priority (xian 先) over
action even though action is more important (zhong 重).14
Having noted the guiding relation between the two, he goes on to say that, when
one supposedly has knowledge and yet one’s action does not reflect this, one’s
knowledge is still shallow (qian 淺). One needs to personally experience what one
supposedly knows; only then can one’s knowledge become ming 明 (bright, clear).15 And
when one does not act although one supposedly knows, then one’s knowledge is not
genuine knowledge (zhen zhi 真知); someone with genuine knowledge will inevitably
act.16 Thus, from his perspective, knowledge admits of degrees, and when one has
genuine knowledge, one will inevitably act. When one does not act or acts with a
lingering feeling that it is fine not to do so, one’s knowledge is at best partial and not
genuine.17
So, in its original and ideal state, the heart/mind clearly grasps pattern, and one
will inevitably follow pattern with ease. What detracts from this state of the heart/mind is
the obscuring effect of material force (qi 氣). For Zhu, material force fills the universe,
and it is the same material force that all humans and things get when they come into
existence.18 The endowment of material force can be different for different things, and
this difference accounts for the difference among humans and things. However, the
differences among humans are slight compared to that between humans and other
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things.19 While their endowment of material force might be impure, resulting in their not
being fully ethical, the heart/mind of humans is able to make pure their material force, a
capability not shared by other animals and things.20

3.

Wang Yangming and Zhu Xi

Wang shares in general terms Zhu’s view that pattern in its entirety is already in
the heart/mind, but disagrees on the way the heart/mind relates to pattern. For Zhu, the
heart/mind grasps pattern in its original and ideal state, and this knowledge of pattern
guides one’s responses. Wang criticizes Zhu for having separated the heart/mind and
pattern into two when they are fundamentally one, and he instead identifies the
heart/mind with pattern.21 Such identification is also conveyed in his well known
teaching that the heart/mind is pattern (xin ji li 心即理).22 At times, he speaks as if the
teaching serves a pragmatic purpose, urging people to attend closely to their heart/mind, a
pragmatic point with which Zhu would not disagree.23 But his remarks elsewhere suggest
that there is more content to his teaching that distinguishes his position from Zhu’s.
In relation to the heart/mind, while still referring to nature as substance and
emotional propensities as function, Wang notes that substance and function are the same,
though substance has to do with the aspect that is difficult to know and function with the
aspect that is more conspicuous and can be seen.24 What he has in mind is explained in
his comment that the heart/mind does not have any substance other than taking as its
substance the right and wrong of its responses when affected by the ten thousand things.25
This idea is illustrated by reference to the senses – for example, the eye does not have
substance other than taking as its substance the colors of the ten thousand things that it
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perceives. Such remarks suggest that Wang and Zhu differ in the following manner. For
Zhu, nature, which is identical with pattern, is the substance of the heart/mind in that in
its original state, the heart/mind has knowledge of pattern, where such knowledge is akin
to a kind of perceptual relation and guides the heart/mind’s responses. For Wang, in its
original state, there is no pattern for the heart/mind to relate to independently of the
heart/mind’s responses; instead, pattern resides in the responses of the heart/mind. But
these responses also constitute the function of the heart/mind, and for this reason
substance and function are not separate. On this view, pattern just resides in the responses
of the heart/mind in its original state and does not exist independently of the heart/mind, a
point that Wang puts by saying that there is no pattern outside of the heart/mind.26
This difference between Zhu and Wang is intimately related to their different
views on the relation between knowledge and action. As we saw, Zhu describes the
relation between the heart/mind and pattern in terms of knowledge, which he thinks
should ideally guide action. Wang’s different view of the relation between knowledge
and action is conveyed in his teaching about the unity of knowledge and action (zhi xing
he yi 知行合一). At times, he speaks as if this teaching highlights the point that
corresponding action is needed before one can truly be said to have knowledge.27 On
other occasions, he emphasizes the pragmatic aspect of this teaching, and presents it as
urging people to attend closely to their inner thoughts as well as outward behavior.28
These two ways of explaining his teaching do not identify any substantive difference
between Wang and Zhu, and the real difference between them emerges in other contexts.
On one occasion, having made the pragmatic point that his teaching serves to alert
people to the importance of action, Wang adds that though the teaching is directed to
certain defects among people of his times, it also describes what the substance of
knowledge and action (zhi xing ti duan 知行體段) is originally like.29 In response to a
query by his student Xu Ai about people who know they should be filial but cannot act
accordingly, he responds that, in such instances, knowledge and action are already
26
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separated by self-centered desires (si yu 私欲) and no longer reflect the original
substance of knowledge and action (zhi xing de ben ti 知行的本體).30 So, it appears that
his teaching is also intended to convey a certain view about how knowledge and action
are related in the original state of the heart/mind.
That relation is conveyed through the example from the Daxue of loving beautiful
colors and hating bad odors.31 When one sees a beautiful color, one likes the beautiful
color upon seeing it; it is not that one first decides one should like it and then likes it.
That is, even if part of the response involves some kind of judgment, whether it be the
judgment that the color is beautiful or that one should like it, one’s liking the beautiful
color is not guided by any such judgment. The same is true of one’s hating a bad odor or
one’s liking delicious food.32 Extending this to contexts such as serving parents, one’s
heart/mind in its original state would move one to serve parents in a certain way upon
awareness of their situation, without depending on any judgment that one should so act,
even if one’s response might involve some such judgment. This view stands in contrast to
Zhu’s according to which knowledge guides action. According to Wang, there is no such
guidance relation when the heart/mind responds in its original state – knowledge and
action are just different aspects of one single response without the former guiding the
latter.
This way of explaining Wang’s teaching is compatible with the two other
explanations described earlier. While the former concerns what the original state of the
heart/mind is like, the latter two explanations present the teaching as directed to those
who have deviated from this original state. The teaching serves to urge such people to
take action seriously, making the point that corresponding action is needed for one to
have genuine knowledge, where action also includes the minute movements of the
heart/mind. Thus, in response to the query by Xu Ai described earlier, and after having
explained his teaching in relation to the original state of knowledge and action, Wang
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adds that his teaching is also directed to people who have deviated from this original
state.33
Wang’s teaching about the unity of knowledge and action helps us further
understand his teaching that the heart/mind is pattern. In the original and ideal state, the
heart/mind responds in a certain way to a situation it confronts, and pattern is constituted
by this way of responding. While one might, in the process of so responding, come to
have the thought that one should respond in that way and in that sense have knowledge,
that knowledge is part of the response and is not something independent of and guiding
the response. Pattern is revealed in and does not exist independently of the heart/mind’s
responses in the original state; this differs from Zhu’s view that the heart/mind in its
original state grasps pattern in a way that guides one’s responses. In this way, it follows
from the teaching of the unity between knowledge and action that it is an error to seek
pattern outside the heart/mind.34
This linkage between the two teachings is explicitly stated by Wang in response
to the question whether knowledge and action are really one or whether this teaching is
just a way to urge learners to act on what they have learnt.35 In this context, Wang
reiterates that knowledge and action really are not separate in the original state of the
heart/mind; once one realizes this, one sees that pattern should not be sought outside of
the heart/mind. For example, it is because the heart/mind responds in a filial way toward
parents that there is the pattern of being filial; if the heart/mind had not so responded,
there would not have been the pattern of being filial. From Wang’s perspective, Zhu has
already separated the heart/mind and pattern by first speaking of pattern in things and
affairs and then insisting that pattern also resides in the heart/mind. Probably, the
separation refers to the fact that Zhu regards pattern as residing in the heart/mind only in
the sense that the heart/mind originally has a grasp of pattern, unlike Wang himself who
regards pattern as residing in the responses of the heart/mind as such.
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Wang refers to the original substance of the heart/mind as liang zhi 良知, or the truly
good knowledge, a term he takes from the Mengzi.36 Given his views about the unity of
knowledge of action, the truly good knowledge operates not just by making judgments about right
and wrong, but also by moving one to like what is right and dislike what is wrong.37 That is,
though the term zhi 知 in liang zhi 良知 might seem to emphasize knowledge, the truly good
knowledge for Wang has to do with the general disposition of the heart/mind to respond to
situations in the manner described earlier, in which judgments about how to respond are just part
of, without guiding, the response as a whole, which includes not just one’s thoughts but also the
way one acts and the way one is moved affectively. For Wang, the truly good knowledge is selfsufficient in that it encompasses all pattern in the manner just described, and does not depend on
seeking pattern from the outside.38

4.

Dai Zhen and Zhu Xi

Dai Zhen agrees with Zhu that knowledge guides action, but differs on the way
the heart/mind relates to pattern. To understand this difference, let us consider his views
on the relation between pattern on the one hand, and emotional propensities (qing 情) and
desires (yu 欲) on the other. Dai regards the nature of animals as comprised of their
physical makeup (xie qi 血氣) and conscious awareness (zhi jue 知覺). Humans surpass
other animals in their conscious awareness, and he refers to the conscious awareness in
humans as the knowing heart/mind (xin zhi 心知); for him, the physical makeup and
knowing heart/mind comprise the nature of humans.39 Drawing on ideas from the “Yueji”
chapter of the Liji, he believes that when nature, or more specifically the physical makeup
that is part of nature, is activated upon being affected by things, desires arise; these are
the desires of nature, which are the same for all humans.40 They include the tendencies
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exhibited by different parts of the body, such as the tendencies of the senses to go after
certain sensory objects.41 These tendencies, especially the tendency to eat and drink, help
nourish the physical makeup of humans, enabling them to grow from weak to strong.42
As for emotional propensities, he cites joy, anger, sorrow and contentment (xi nu ai le 喜
怒哀樂) as examples, and describes them as nature’s response when one comes into
contact with things; like desires, he ascribes emotional propensities to the physical
makeup.43
Dai relates pattern to both emotional propensities and desires. Pattern is a matter
of emotional propensities not being lost; there is no instance of one’s attaining (de 得)
pattern without attaining (de 得) the emotional propensities.44 Pattern is a matter of not
being excessive or deficient in relation to emotional propensities; to arrive at pattern, one
needs to use one’s emotional propensities to gauge the emotional propensities of others,
thereby ensuring that the emotional propensities of all attain their proper balance.45 Dai
also explains pattern in terms of desires by saying that it is by regulating desires and
avoiding excess that one follows the pattern of Heaven.46 Having compared nature to
water and desires to the flow of water, he further compares following the pattern of
Heaven to the legendary Yu’s channeling water in such a way that it is regulated and not
overflowing.47 On several occasions, he mentions emotional propensities and desires
together in relation to pattern. According to him, by regulating desires, one is able to be
not excessive or deficient with regard to the emotional propensities, thereby attaining the
pattern of Heaven.48 And to regard pattern as a matter of emotional propensities not being
lost is also to regard pattern as residing in desires.49 From these remarks, we see that, for
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Dai, emotional propensities and desires are intimately related and that pattern is
explained in terms of its relation to both.
The way this relation goes is partly spelt out in the way he elaborates on the
Confucian idea of shu 恕, explained in the Lunyu in terms of not imposing on others what
one would not wish to be done to oneself.50 With regard to the desires of nature, my
desires are the same as others’ and it is from desires that likes and dislikes arise. The
ethical task is to avoid indulging in one’s desires, which involves pursuing one’s likes
and dislikes to the neglect of others’ likes and dislikes. To do so, one should turn back on
oneself and think about one’s own emotional propensities should one suffer from others’
indulging in their desires. This is what it means to use one’s own emotional propensities
to gauge the emotional propensities of others. By doing so, the emotional propensities
attain their proper balance, one’s likes and dislikes are properly regulated, and one comes
to follow the pattern of Heaven.51 He also relates emotional propensities and desires in
other contexts. For example, citing the reference to desires in the Lunyu and to dislikes in
the Daxue in connection with the idea of using oneself to gauge the situation of others, he
says that desires and dislikes are the common emotional propensities of the people and
that it is by using one’s emotional propensities to gauge those of others that one seeks
pattern.52 Elsewhere, he also describes as emotional propensities the way one would
respond if others were to treat oneself in the way one proposes to treat others, presumably
taking this to explain the kind of emotional propensities of oneself that one uses to gauge
the emotional propensities of others.53
From the way he discusses emotional propensities and desires, it appears that the
two are related in the following manner. Humans share certain desires of nature that take
the form of parts of one’s body being drawn toward certain things, such as the senses
being drawn toward certain sensory objects. As one becomes aware of such tendencies
when one comes into contact with things, one comes to form likes and dislikes, and such
likes can also be described as desires in a more reflective sense. That is, it is no longer
50
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just a matter of parts of one’s body being drawn unreflectively toward certain things, but
a matter of one’s person as a whole liking such things with an awareness of what it is that
one likes. One’s liking certain things moves one to go after them. On the other hand,
one’s dislike is a response to certain contemplated or actual situations involving oneself,
including situations in which one is deprived of certain things by others who indulge in
their own desires. Such likes (or desires of the more reflective kind) and dislikes are the
emotional propensities of humans, and are manifested in responses such as joy, anger,
sorrow and contentment.
As one is moved by one’s likes and dislikes, there is a tendency to pursue what
one likes to the neglect of others’ likes and dislikes. To follow pattern, one not only has
to understand that humans share the same basic unreflective tendencies, but that they also
share more reflective responses, including likes and dislikes, and emotional responses
such as joy, anger, sorrow and contentment. To do so, one has to use one’s own
emotional propensities to gauge the emotional propensities of others, and understand how
others would react to one’s treatment of them by turning back on oneself and reflecting
on how one oneself would react if similarly treated by others. The goal is to go beyond
satisfying one’s desires by also satisfying others’ desires, and to go beyond attaining
one’s emotional propensities by also enabling others to attain their emotional propensities,
so that everyone’s desires are appropriately satisfied and emotional propensities
appropriately attained.54 By attainment of emotional propensities, Dai probably has in
mind being able to take joy in certain things and to avoid dissatisfaction – he sometimes
cites passages in the Mengzi about how humane government involves the ruler’s sharing
his enjoyment with the common people and ensuring that there is no dissatisfaction
among them.55
With regard to both emotional propensities and desires, he works with some
conception of a proper balance of each – he speaks of properly regulating desires so that
one is not excessive with regard to them, and of being neither excessive nor deficient in
regard to emotional propensities so that they attain their proper balance.56 Probably, what
54
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constitutes the proper balance of each has to do with whether the extent of, and the means
by which one secures, the satisfaction of one’s desires and attainment of one’s emotional
propensities will prevent others from equally doing so. Attaining the proper balance
enables people to mutually nourish their lives, this being the way of the sages.57
Dai regards the above account as opposed to Zhu’s thinking. In criticism of Zhu
and his followers, he notes that the ancients seek pattern in the context of emotional
propensities and desires, unlike people nowadays who seek pattern outside of the latter.58
According to him, Zhu and his followers view pattern as if it were a thing that resides in
the heart/mind and that humans receive from Heaven.59 Zhu does hold the view that
humans have received pattern from Heaven, and occasionally speaks of pattern as a thing
(wu 物), as when he describes the four germs as the outer thread-end of a certain thing,
namely pattern or nature, on the inside.60 This view, according to Dai, separates pattern
from emotional propensities and desires in that pattern, unlike Dai’s own view, is not
derived from the latter.61 This point by Dai does capture a substantive difference between
him and Zhu, as Zhu does not regard pattern as derived from considerations of emotional
propensities and desires in the way that Dai does even though it serves to regulate them.
Turning to Dai’s view of the knowing heart/mind (xin zhi 心知), the other aspect
of nature, he thinks that the knowing heart/mind manifests itself in knowledge (zhi 知),
where the objects of knowledge are such things as beauty and ugliness, right and wrong,
as well as various human relations.62 He particularly emphasizes the heart/mind’s
capability of make the fine discriminations that constitute clarity with regard to pattern.63
Citing Mengzi 6A:7, he thinks that the heart/mind’s capability of discerning pattern is like
the senses’ ability to discern their respective sensory objects. The way the heart/mind
reaches out to pattern is like the way a fire lights up objects, an analogy that reinforces
57
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the idea that the heart/mind’s relation to pattern is akin to a perceptual relation.64 In this
regard, Dai is like Zhu, and he also shares Zhu’s view that the heart/mind’s knowledge of
pattern should guide action. According to him, the ethical task is to first acquire
knowledge through inquiry, and then practice in human relations and daily activities that
with regard to which the knowledge of one’s heart/mind is not obscured.65 And it is only
after one has exercised one’s capability to know that one who seeks satisfaction of one’s
own desires and attainment of one’s own emotional propensities will broaden this to
satisfying the desires and attaining the emotional propensities of others.66 The highest
accomplishment for humans is to develop the knowledge of the heart/mind to attain
clarity, and Dai explicates the four ethical attributes highlighted by Mencius in these
terms.67
Despite such similarities, there is one important difference between Zhu and Dai.
For Zhu, the ethical task is to restore the heart/mind’s knowledge of the multitude of
pattern that the heart/mind originally has. For Dai, however, the ethical task is not a
matter of restoring the knowledge of pattern that has been lost, nor is it geared toward
eventually grasping all the multitude of pattern. Instead, it is a matter of developing the
capability of the knowing heart/mind to the point when it can grasp the pattern in any
affair it encounters; that is, the emphasis is on being able to know the pattern in any affair
one encounters, not on acquiring knowledge of all the multitude of pattern. In presenting
the analogy with the brightness of fire, what he emphasizes is how the clarity of the
knowing heart/mind is capable of lighting up what it encounters, rather than its already
knowing the pattern in all things and affairs prior to such encounters.68

5.

Zhu Xi on Ethical Failure and Self-Cultivation
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As discussed, Zhu Xi believes that the heart/mind in its original state already has
knowledge of the multitude of pattern, and humans are in that sense already fully ethical.
He ascribes ethical failure to the varying qualities of material force, and in this
connection, he often shifts to speaking of human desires (ren yu 人欲) or material desires
(wu yu 物欲).69 This account he partly draws from the “Yueji” chapter of the Liji,
according to which desires arise when humans are affected by external things, resulting in
likes and dislikes; when the likes and dislikes are unregulated, badness arises.70
Following the “Yueji” chapter, Zhu refers to the resulting problematic elements as human
desires and sometimes as material desires.71 Presumably, the two notions refer to the
same psychological elements but with different emphases, the latter emphasizing the
attractive force of external things and the former the lack of regulation of one’s likes and
dislikes on the part of humans.
He also speaks of the self-centeredness (si 私) of such desires, which he refers to
as self-centered desires (si yu 私欲).72 This notion is used alongside the notion selfcentered thoughts (si yi 私意).73 The difference between the two is probably that the latter
involve deliberate thoughts and emphasize the heart/mind’s wanting to do something,
while the former need not involve deliberate thoughts and can include the desires of the
senses.74 Self-centeredness has to do with the heart/mind’s failure to take a balanced
perspective, resulting in one’s putting undue weight on one’s own relation to things or to
those close to oneself. It is self-centeredness of this kind that obscures the insight into
pattern that the heart/mind originally has, as a result of which one is not fully ethical.
Given this account, one can work on the heart/mind to pre-empt the arising of
self-centeredness and to correct it when it does arise. Alternatively, one can seek to
restore the insight into pattern that one originally has by inquiring into the pattern in
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things and affairs. Zhu emphasizes both aspects of self-cultivation – inner management of
the heart/mind’s activities, and inquiry to regain knowledge of pattern. In connection with
the former, he highlights a number of ideas, such as jing 敬, jie shen kong ju 戒慎恐懼,
shen du 慎獨, and ke ji 克己. Jing (seriousness) can be directed to an undertaking or an
affair one is dealing with, or it can refer to a posture without a specific object.75 It
involves one’s being constantly alert and gathering oneself so that one is not distracted by
rambling thoughts or desires.76 As a result, the heart/mind is one (yi 一) in the sense of
being focused, and is also in control (zhu 主).77 In addition, Zhu describes jing as an
attitude of caution and fearfulness, relating it to the idea of jie shen 戒慎 (caution) and
kong ju 恐懼 (fearfulness) from the Zhongyong.78 Thus, jing involves a focus of attention,
freedom from distractions, caution, fearfulness, and alertness. Such a posture pre-empts
the effect of self-centeredness and ensures proper response, thereby helping to preserve
the original goodness of the heart/mind.79
Another way to manage the activities of the heart/mind is shen du 慎獨, an
expression that occurs in several early texts including the Zhongyong in which its
occurrence is preceded by a reference to how the superior person is cautious (jie shen 戒
慎) about what he does not see and fearful (kong ju 恐懼) about what he does not hear.80
Zhu interprets du 獨 to refer to what others do not know about but one oneself alone (du)
knows about.81 It has to do with the incipient activities of the heart/mind that others do
not know about, and shen du involves one’s cautiously attending to such activities. 82 This
serves both to prevent them from going astray and to correct them as soon as they start
going astray. According to Zhu, the attitude of caution and fearfulness is directed to the
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possibility of some activity of the heart/mind going wrong without assuming that the
heart/mind is actually engaged in any specific activity. By contrast, shen du is directed
specifically to incipient activities that are actually taking place or about to take place.
Thus, the former has to do with one’s attitude when one’s heart/mind has not yet been
activated and the latter when it has already been activated.83 As for jing 敬, it is a posture
that should be maintained whether the heart/mind is active or inactive.
Another related notion is ke ji 克己 from the Lunyu.84 The Cheng brothers take ke
ji to mean overcoming the self-centeredness (si 私) in oneself; according to them, the preemptive function of jing renders ke ji superfluous (jing ze wu ji ke ke 敬則無己可克).85
Zhu endorses this interpretation, taking ke ji to refer to the overcoming (ke 克) of the selfcenteredness (si 私) of oneself (ji 己).86 Its difference from shen du is that the latter
emphasizes specifically the subtle and incipient activities of the heart/mind that are
emerging, and can play a pre-emptive in addition to a corrective role. Ke ji, by contrast,
refers specifically to correcting the problematic activities of the heart/mind that have
arisen. Jing is like shen du in that it can also play a pre-emptive role, but it differs from
shen du in two ways. Unlike shen du, it is a posture that one should maintain at all times,
even before one starts dealing with affairs. And even in the context of dealing with a
specific affair, jing is a posture directed to that specific affair, unlike shen du which is
directed to the incipient movements of the heart/mind as it responds to that affair. Given
the pre-emptive function of jing as contrasted with the corrective role of ke ji, Zhu
endorses the Cheng brothers’ comment that jing renders ke ji superfluous. Jing is like
someone guarding the door, and ke ji someone fighting off intruders; when the person
guarding the door is doing a good job, there will not be any intruder to fight off.87
Aside from managing the heart/mind’s activities, Zhu also emphasizes inquiry to
regain the knowledge of pattern that has been lost. His views on this aspect of self-
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cultivation are closely related to his interpretation of the idea ge wu zhi zhi 格物致知
from the Daxue, an interpretation that largely follows that of the Cheng brothers. He
takes ge 格 in ge wu to mean arrive at, wu 物 to refer to things and affairs that one
encounters, and ge wu to mean arriving at the pattern in things and affairs so that one can
accord with pattern when dealing with them.88 The actual specifics of ge wu are varied,
including, for example, the study of classics and of history, knowing about how the
ancients behave, discoursing on great figures of the past and present, learning about ways
of dealing with affairs within the family and state, listening to what others have to say,
examining various doctrines and figuring out which aspects are correct and which
incorrect, finding out how to deal with things and affairs that one actually encounters, and
examining the minute movements of the heart/mind.89
As for zhi zhi 致知, he takes zhi 致 to mean extend; zhi zhi involves ‘pushing out’
(tui 推) one’s knowledge (zhi 知) so that it reaches its limit.90 The goal is to come to
grasp the pattern in all things and affairs so that our knowledge lights up all pattern
clearly (zhu li ming 燭理明).91 Ge wu and zhi zhi are one process and not separate since,
as we arrive at the pattern in things and affairs, our knowledge also expands. The
difference between them is that ge wu emphasizes the individual things and affairs in
which we seek pattern, while zhi zhi emphasizes the knowledge of our heart/mind which
we seek to expand.92
The pattern that is learnt, or the knowledge that is expanded, is originally in us
though obscured by the impure endowment of material force, and this process is one of
restoring the original goodness in us.93 We should check the pattern that we have learnt
against ourselves, making sure that it resonates with what is originally within ourselves.94
We should think through what we have learnt to make sure that we personally grasp (ti
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ren 體認) it, as well as act on what we have learnt so that we personally experience (ti
yan 體驗) it.95 Eventually, we would be able to light up pattern clearly (zhu li ming 燭理
明), at which point we can follow pattern with ease and contentment, something possible
because pattern is originally in us.96
Zhu distinguishes between two kinds of knowledge, that which comes from the
senses (jian wen zhi zhi 見聞之知 or wen jian zhi zhi 聞見之知) and that which pertains
to morality (de xing zhi zhi 德性之知). Before him, Zhang Zai drew a similar distinction,
regarding the latter as a higher form of knowledge that is independent of the former, a
view also shared by the Cheng brothers.97 Zhu Xi differs by regarding the knowledge that
pertains to morality as dependent on the knowledge that pertains to the senses, a position
related to his emphasis on learning and enquiry. Although the sages might have been able
to have the former without deriving it from the latter, the learner has to depend on the
latter for the former. According to him, the learner has to engage in learning of the kind
that depends on the senses, until he gets to the point when he can see the interconnections
between what he has learnt, thereby enabling him to see pattern.98

6.

Wang Yangming on Ethical Failure and Self-Cuotivation

While Wang Yangming shares Zhu’s view that humans are in some sense fully
ethical in their original state, he does not believe that this is a matter of the heart/mind’s
already having a grasp of the multitude of pattern. Instead, all that the heart/mind has in
the original state is a disposition to respond to situations in certain ways, and pattern
resides in the way the heart/mind responds but without guiding such responses. This
difference leads to a difference in the way they view ethical failure. Unlike Zhu who
regards it as a matter of the beclouding of the heart/mind’s grasp of pattern, Wang
regards it as a matter of the beclouding of the heart/mind’s response as a whole. The
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ethical task is not to restore the heart/mind’s grasp of pattern, but to restore the original
state of the heart/mind so that it can respond appropriately in a way in which knowledge
and action are just different aspects of the response without the former guiding the latter.
Because of this difference between them, Wang also puts, by comparison to Zhu,
much less emphasis on the kind of inquiry directed to acquiring a grasp of pattern. For
him, pre-empting and eliminating the problematic activities of the heart/mind is the
dominant focus in self-cultivation. Self-centered desires keep growing in the heart/mind
like dust gathering on a mirror, and one needs to remove them constantly, as otherwise
they would build up like layers of dust gathering on the mirror.99 Examples of these
problematic elements include the tendency to show off and impress, feeling happy when
praised and distressed when criticized, or the tendency to criticize others.100 One has to be
constantly on the lookout for and correct such problems, like a cat watching out for and
trying to catch a rat.101 Furthermore, one needs to attend not just to the conspicuous
problems but also the underlying cause, just as someone who is ill needs to attend to the
underlying illness and not just its symptoms.102
That Wang downplays the kind of inquiry that Zhu highlights can be seen from
the way he interprets ge wu 格物 and zhi zhi 致知. He takes ge 格 to mean “make correct”
(zheng 正).103 Wu 物 refers to the affairs that are the objects of one’s thoughts (yi 意);
when one’s thought is directed to serving parents, then serving parents is a wu.104 For him,
ge wu refers to the process of correcting the problematic activities of the heart/mind, and
given this interpretation, it follows that there is no thing (wu) outside the heart/mind for it
to correct (ge), just as there is no pattern outside the heart/mind.105 Wang criticizes Zhu’s
interpretation of ge wu in terms of seeking the pattern in things and affairs; it is
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misguided as there is no pattern in things and affairs outside of the heart/mind.106 A
student further adds that, if the heart/mind is already obscured, it would not be in a
position to engage in the kind of inquiry that Zhu emphasizes; the important thing is to
first remove the obscuration, just as a mirror covered by dust cannot accurately reflect
without first wiping away the dust.107 From Wang’s perspective, Zhu is led to his
interpretation of ge wu by treating the heart/mind and pattern as separate and by treating
knowledge and action as separate.108
As for zhi zhi 致知, Wang takes it to be the same process as ge wu.109 According to
him, zhi 致 means to reach out, zhi 知 refers to the truly good knowledge (liang zhi 良知),
and zhi zhi refers to the process of allowing one’s truly good knowledge to reach out.110
When a thought arises, the truly good knowledge can tell whether it is good or bad; this
capability is seen from the observation in the Daxue that even an inferior person would try
to hide his bad deeds and appear good when observed by a superior person.111 Furthermore,
not only can it know a good thought or a bad thought when one arises, it can also move one
to advance what is good and eliminate what is bad, thereby preserving good and eliminating
evil.112 This capability is exercised in the context of ge wu. In correcting what is problematic,
it is the truly good knowledge that recognizes and corrects the problematic activities of the
heart/mind, and this exercise provides a sense in which the truly good knowledge reaches
out. Furthermore, after it has corrected the problematic activities of the heart/mind, the truly
good knowledge can then move one to do what is appropriate, and this provides yet another
sense in which the truly good knowledge reaches out. For Wang, zhi zhi is a matter of letting
the truly good knowledge reach out (zhi liang zhi 致良知) in these two ways, so as to make
things and affairs accord with pattern.113 Zhi zhi provides the basis for ge wu in that
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correcting the problematic activities of the heart/mind depends on the capability of the truly
good knowledge to recognize and correct such problems.114 On the other hand, as one
practices ge wu, the problematic activities of the heart/mind are corrected and one’s truly
good knowledge reaches out further; in this sense, ge wu also provides the basis for zhi zhi.
As one keeps on working at this process, the reach of the truly good knowledge broadens
over time, and one also comes to recognize more clearly the problematic activities of the
heart/mind, thereby assisting in the practice of ge wu.115 This integral relation between ge
wu and zhi zhi shows that they are just different aspects of the same process.
Wang’s tendency to downplay learning and enquiry can also be seen from his
comments in other contexts. For example, when his student Xu Ai asked whether one needs
to learn the details of the rites related to serving parents, Wang responds that learning this
kind of details should take just a couple of days and is of minor importance compared to
ensuring that one’s heart/mind is truly filial.116 Elsewhere, he makes a similar point: one
should focus on the heart/mind rather than all kinds of details, as otherwise these details
would end up bearing no relation to oneself.117 Furthermore, inquiry into such details, which
involves the senses (jian wen 見聞), is itself a function of the truly good knowledge in that
the truly good knowledge would move one to engage in such inquiry as needed.118 Such
inquiry is of lesser importance, and the truly good knowledge does not depend on the kind
of inquiry that has to do with the senses.119 This position stands in contrast to Zhu Xi’s view
that knowledge that pertains to morality depends on knowledge that pertains to the senses.
Wang further notes that learning is ultimately for the purpose of getting rid of the
problematic elements of the heart/mind.120 Just as food serves to nourish the body and
would cause harm if not properly digested, learning serves to nourish the heart/mind and
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learning broadly can cause harm if it is just a matter of storing what has been learnt.121 Even
book study is ultimately for the purpose of correcting what is problematic in the heart/mind
and preserving the pattern of Heaven.122 Basically, what Wang denies is the distinction
between the two aspects of self-cultivation that Zhu highlights, one directed ‘inwardly’ to
managing the heart/mind and the other directed ‘outwardly’ to learning and enquiry. Even
when engaged in supposedly ‘external’ inquiry, one is at the same time attending to what is
‘internal’, namely, the heart/mind; conversely, even when engaged in supposedly ‘internal’
management of the heart/mind such as self-examination, one is not neglecting ‘external’
affairs in which one is engaged.123
Even when discussing the inner management of the heart/mind, Wang disagrees with
Zhu’s distinction between different exercises concerned with the inactive as opposed to
the active state of the heart/mind. He notes that jing 敬 should be maintained whether
when sitting in meditation or when engaged in affairs, and regards sitting in meditation as
a good way to enable a student to learn to focus the heart/mind and quiet his thoughts.124
But sitting in meditation is itself an activity, and he rejects Zhu’s distinction between an
inactive and an active state of the heart/mind. Also, while Zhu takes the observation in
the Zhongyong about caution and fearfulness regarding what one does not see and hear to
refer to a state of the heart/mind when it is not yet activated, Wang takes this to be a
description of the truly good knowledge itself.125 The truly good knowledge should
maintain a posture of caution and fearfulness over itself to ensure that it is not obscured
and does reach out.126 One should maintain this posture at all times; contrary to Zhu, one
does not maintain this posture when the heart/mind is inactive, since maintaining this
posture is already an activity of the heart/mind.127 As for shen du 慎獨, Wang takes du to
refer to the state of one’s heart/mind in general, and whether one is actively engaged in
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affairs or not, the state of one’s own heart/mind is something that one alone (du) knows
about. One should cautiously attend to it whether actively engaged in affairs or not, and it
is again the truly good knowledge that knows the state of one’s own heart/mind.128
That one should vigilantly attend to the heart/mind whether actively engaged in
affairs or not is because, if there is something problematic in one’s response when
actively engaged in affairs, this is itself a symptom of something problematic in one’s
heart/mind itself independently of its being engaged in affairs. For this reason, the task of
zhi zhi should be undertaken at all times, without distinction between an inactive and
active state.129 Similarly, the task of ge wu runs through inactivity and activity – even
when inactive, the supposed state of inactivity is itself a thing that can be made correct.130
Similarly, caution and fearfulness, and shen du, are tasks that run through inactivity and
activity, and they are not different tasks though they emphasize different aspects of the
same task.131 In making these observations, Wang is criticizing the way those influenced
by Zhu view the distinction between the inactive and the active as if it were a clear cut
distinction and as if there were separate tasks of self-cultivation directed to the two
states.132 But even in a state of supposed inactivity, the heart/mind still has awareness and
so there is already activity; and even when the heart/mind is actively engaged with affairs,
it ideally should still be settled in that it is not subject to disturbances, and this state can
also be described as being still and inactive.133 According to Wang, the truly good
knowledge itself does not distinguish between an inactive and an active state of the
heart/mind.134 Drawing such a distinction is problematic as it can result in people’s
focusing too much on first devoting themselves to nurturing the heart/mind when inactive,
thereby ending up being unable to respond properly when engaged in affairs.135
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7.

Dai Zhen on Ethical Failure and Self-Cultivation

As we saw, Dai Zhen thinks the primary source of ethical failure is a deficiency in
knowledge, which Dai refers to as obscuration, or bi 蔽. He does acknowledge that there
can be problems with one’s emotional propensities and desires, which are rooted in the
physical makeup, and not just with knowledge, which is rooted in the knowing
heart/mind: desires can become self-centered (si 私), emotional propensities one-sided
(pian 偏), and knowledge obscured (bi 蔽).136 According to him, self-centeredness is a
matter of satisfying one’s own desires to the neglect of others’ desires.137 However,
although he does describe self-centeredness of desires, which derives from the physical
makeup, and obscuration of knowledge, which derives from the knowing heart/mind, as
the two great problems of the world, he regards obscuration of knowledge as the more
fundamental problem.138 For example, he criticizes the views of those who emphasize
getting rid of the self-centeredness of desires without also emphasizing getting rid of
obscuration.139 It is only after one has attained proper knowledge that one can go beyond
oneself to also satisfy others’ desires, and so it is by getting rid of obscuration that one
also gets rid of self-centeredness.140 In this regard, he differs from Zhu, for whom
obscuration is a matter of beclouding the knowledge of pattern that one already has, this
being a result of self-centeredness. For Dai, the relation between self-centeredness and
obscuration goes in the opposite direction. It is obscuration that leads to our being unable
to take into account others’ emotional propensities and desires in appropriate ways,
resulting in self-centeredness.
Because of this difference, Dai regards developing one’s knowledge as the
primary task in self-cultivation. In addition to studying the classics, one need to broaden
one’s acquaintance with things, inquire into details to resolve uncertainties, and
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cautiously reflect on what one has acquired in the process.141 Xue 學, or learning, is
mentioned along with si 思, or reflection, in the Lunyu, and si for Mencius describes the
heart/mind’s relation to pattern and propriety (li yi 理義) that is akin to a form of
perception.142 Citing Mencius’ remarks on si, Dai Zhen interprets si to refer to a
discernment of pattern, which is refined and developed through learning until it attains a
god-like clarity.143 This process is presented as an advance from the narrow and small to
the broad and large, or from being dim and hidden to being clear and discerning, until the
knowing heart/mind attains clarity.144 One analogy is that, just as the body grows from
small and weak to big and strong via the nourishment of food and drink, one’s moral
character grows from being obstructed and dim to being sagely and wise via learning and
enquiry.145 Another analogy is to compare the knowledge of the heart/mind to the
brightness of fire; just as the increased brightness of fire enables one to discern clearly
not just objects further away but also the finer details of objects, the increasing clarity of
the knowledge of the heart/mind enables one to discern the pattern in more things and
affairs as well as the finer details of pattern.146 As we noted, what Dai emphasizes is the
heart/mind’s capability of knowing the pattern in the things and affairs it encounters,
unlike Zhu who emphasizes restoring the heart/mind’s knowledge of pattern which has
been lost. In presenting the analogy with the brightness of fire, what he emphasizes is
how the clarity of the knowing heart/mind is capable of lighting up what it encounters;
clarity for Dai Zhen is not a matter of the heart/mind’s knowing all the pattern in things
and affairs, but a matter of its being capable of knowing (zu yi zhi 足以知) the pattern in
things and affairs when it encounters them.147
While Dai conceives of self-cultivation primarily in terms of developing one’s
capability to know, he does not totally ignore the other aspects of self-cultivation having
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to do with the inner management of the heart/mind’s activities, such as jing 敬
(seriousness), jie shu kong ju 戒慎恐懼 (caution and fearfulness), and shen du 慎獨. For
example, in one passage, he discusses all three ideas, explaining jing and jie shen kong ju
in terms of a posture of focus, alertness and caution, and explaining shen du in terms of
ensuring the propriety of one’s intentions and thoughts that are not conspicuous to
others.148 Still, he devotes relatively little attention to these ideas by comparison to
developing one’s capability to know pattern, reinforcing the observation that it is the
latter that he regards as the fundamental task in self-cultivation. This contrasts with Zhu
who, while sharing Dai’s emphasis on knowledge and on its priority over action, also
emphasizes the importance of these other ways of managing the heart/mind’s activities.
8.

Concluding Remarks

Two themes running through our discussion are the ways Zhu, Wang and Dai
view pattern and the relation between the heart/mind and pattern, and the ways they view
knowledge and the relation between knowledge and action. Their respective positions on
these two themes affect their views on the source of ethical failure and the nature of selfcultivation. On the first theme, there is a similarity between Zhu and Wang at a general
level, while Dai differs significantly from both. For both Zhu and Wang, pattern is in
some sense already in the heart/mind, and ethical failure is conceived of as a departure
from this original and ideal state of the heart/mind, while self-cultivation is a restoration
of this state. Dai, on the other hand, explicitly opposes this position, and holds the view
that pattern is something that the heart/mind comes to grasp in things and affairs. Though
they share a similar view at a general level, Zhu and Wang still differ in the way in which
they conceive of pattern as being already in the heart/mind, a difference that relates to
their different views of the relation between knowledge and action.
On this second theme, there is a similarity between Zhu and Dai at a general level,
while Wang differs significantly from both. Both Zhu and Dai hold the view that, ideally,
when one acts, knowledge guides action in that the judgment about how one should act
plays a guiding role in relation to the action. Knowledge for them is a matter of the
148
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heart/mind’s grasping pattern, where the way the heart/mind relates to pattern is akin to a
form of perceptual relation. For Wang, on the other hand, when the heart/mind responds
in its ideal state, although it may be described as having knowledge, such knowledge is
ideally just one aspect of a whole response without guiding the other aspects. This
difference between Zhu and Wang accounts for the difference in the ways they view the
relation between the heart/mind and pattern – unlike Zhu who regards the heart/mind as
grasping pattern in a way akin to a perceptual relation, Wang regards pattern as itself
revealed in the response of the heart/mind in its ideal state. At the same time, despite their
similarities in this connection, Zhu and Dai still differ in that Zhu regards knowledge of
pattern as already in the heart/mind in its original state, while Dai regards it as something
to be acquired. For Dai, what is important is not to ensure that the heart/mind grasp the
multitude of pattern in all things and affairs, but to ensure that it fully develops its
capability of clearly grasping pattern in each thing and affair that it encounters.
The different views of Zhu, Wang and Dai on these two themes lead to different
accounts of ethical failure and of self-cultivation. For Zhu, ethical failure is explained in
terms of the obscuring effect of various forms of self-centeredness on the knowledge of
pattern that the heart/mind has in its original state, and the fundamental ethical task is to
restore this knowledge. Since this can be done by regaining the knowledge of pattern that
the heart/mind has lost as well as by removing the self-centeredness that has led to the
obscuring of this knowledge in the first place, self-cultivation involves both grasping
pattern through learning and enquiry, and attending directly to the heart/mind to pre-empt
and correct the problematic influences of self-centeredness. Accordingly, Zhu
emphasizes both aspects of self-cultivation.
Wang views knowledge as ideally just one aspect of the heart/mind’s response
without guiding the other aspects. Unlike Zhu for whom the response is guided by the
heart/mind’s grasp of pattern, pattern for Wang is revealed through the heart/mind’s
response and does not exist independently of it. Accordingly, for Wang, ethical failure
has to do with the problematic influence of self-centeredness on the heart/mind’s
responses as such, without specifically highlighting the obscuration of knowledge.
Correspondingly, the primary task in self-cultivation is to pre-empt and correct such
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problematic influence, and Wang places comparatively little emphasis on learning and
enquiry.
As for Dai, he does not share the views of Zhu and Wang that the heart/mind is
already fully ethical in its original state, or that ethical failure is primarily a matter of the
problematic influence of self-centeredness. Accordingly, he does not emphasize the kind
of inner management of the heart/mind’s activities that Zhu and especially Wang
emphasize, and instead regards self-cultivation as primarily a matter of the heart/mind’s
developing its capability to know pattern through learning and through examination of
concrete things and affairs. Though he also speaks of the obscuration of knowledge, what
he refers to is not the obscuring of the knowledge that the heart/mind already has, but the
failure of the heart/mind to fully develop its capability to grasp pattern. He views selfcenteredness as resulting from the obscuration of knowledge in this sense, unlike Zhu
who regards the obscuration of knowledge as resulting from self-centeredness.
Both Wang and Dai consciously react to Zhu’s thinking. Of the two aspects of
self-cultivation that Zhu equally emphasizes, Wang highlights the inner management of
the heart/mind’s activities and downplays the kind of learning and enquiry that is directed
outwardly to the study of classics and the examination of things and affairs. By contrast,
Dai highlights this kind of learning and enquiry while paying relatively little attention to
exercises directed toward the inner management of the heart/mind’s activities. In this way,
Wang’s and Dai’s reactions to Zhu’s teachings can be viewed as coming from two
opposite directions. These two kinds of response to Zhu, in turn, derive from the ways in
which their respective views of the heart/mind’s relation to pattern and of the place of
knowledge differ from Zhu’s.
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